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In the Matter of
Docket No. 50-142

THE REGENTS CF THE (Proposed Renewal of Facility
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA Licem e)

(UCIA Research Reactor) "INTERVENOR'S FOLLOW-UP INTERROGATORIlis
TO APPLICANT AS TO MATERIAL
RELEASED 3Y APPLICANT AFTER
JUNE 10, 1981"

TO: THE RECENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AND THEIR ATTORNEYS

OF RECORD, GLENN R. WOODS, CHRISTINE HELVICK, AND WILLIAM CORMIER.

Intervenor, COMMITTEE TO BRIDGE THE GAP, hereby requests that

said Applicant answer the following interrogatories fully and separately

under oath. In answering these interrogatories, furnish all information

available to Applicant, including information in possession of your

attorneys, investigators, agents, employees and such other persons and

not merely such information as is known personally to the individual or

individuals primarily responsible for drafting the answcrs. In particular,

provide all information available to the following employees of Applicant M
#

relevant to the interrogatories herein: Neil Ostrander, Charles Ashbaugh,

Anthony a ne, Ivan Catton, Maurice Thelia, Robert Reyes. If Applicant

cannot answer any of the following interrogatories in full, after

exercising duc diligence to secure the information to do so, so state,

and answer to the extent possible specifying your inability to answer the
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remainder, and stating whatever information or knowledge you may have
,

concerning the unanswered portion. The interrogatories are to be answered

fully and completely, under oath or affirmation. Intervenor stands ready

to meet ard confer with Applicant as to a.S interrogatories Applicant

may find objectionable. Intervenor notes that Applicant and I'+.orvenor

have previously arrange ( '.o meet an/. confer on Out,ober 16 as to objections

Intervenor has raised to certain of Applicant's follow-up interrogatories

and follow-up answers armi any other discovery disputes then current.

Respe ully submitted,

Dated at Los Angeles, CA
t y Intervenorthis 5th day of October, 1981

COMMITTEE TO BRIDGE TIE CAP

A,

i

General Applicability Question

A.l. Please identify as to each interrogatory that fellows the person

or persons who contributed to or substantially was responsible for

providing the answer thereto.

'|
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FCLLOV-UF INTERROGATORIES RECARDINO "AFFLICANT'S SUFFLEENTAL '' 3FON3ES
TO INTERVENOR'S SECOND SET T INTERROGATORIES, Dated June 29,1W1"

1.InSupplementedResponsetoInterrogatoryNo.VI/36c,Applicantstates
that "The Application for Amendment 10 chose utilization of the conference
room as cucurancy limiting." The answer then goes on to explain that
although sne conference room utilization was 25 hours per week, the
in-transit and elevator waiting time was assumed to be less than 5T
of the 45 hour work week. Please explain specifically and in detail
why occupancy of the conference room (roughly 50% of the work week)
was not considered in determining occupancy factor in unrestricted r.reas
near the stack nor in determining expected dose. In particular, please
show on what basis, if any, it is assumed that exposure to the beta and
gamma radiation from the Argon-41 release from the exhaust stack would
occur tring the 5 ninutes per hour in transit to and fr6m the conference
room but none or essentially none while in the conference room.

2. On page 3 the location of a " control TLD" was given as a location
in Culver City. A) Please specify the nature of the location, and the
owner thereof, b) Precisely where in the building, or outside the building,
was the TLD placed, c) in what proximity to concrete or granite was the
TLD placed, d) was the TLD in a corner of a room, and e) why was the Pauley
Pavilion TLD not used as a control, and f) why was the control not the
lowest reading for the quarter?

3. On page 5 Applicant statec, "If the question pertains generally to a
core inventory that may actually exist, then the most relevant information
is contained in NIREG/CR-2079." Does Applicant possess information other
thanthatantainedinNUREG/CR-2079whichpertainsgenerallytoacore
inventcry that may actually exist; if so, please provide the additional
information; if Applicant has no other information than that contained
in the above-cited report, merely so state.

4. p. 1 of Fr. Ashbaugh's Exhibit A refers to Engineering)135AL as4 hours, and 2 units. To what does the 4 hours refer? a Would a student
taking 135AL have 4 hours of class and/or lab for completion of that
portion of the quarter's work? b) Precisely how c.y hours of class
and/or lab work per quarter are required for the nuclear analysis lab
part of this course? c) is 135AL part of a larger course; if so, give
details.

5. Fr. Ashbaugh's table purports to give a detailed' analysis of student reactor
hours / year at current use; please give trending information for all years
1960 through the present for which data are available indicating increases
and decreases in student reactor houre/ year.

- _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ . _ _
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FCLLOLT-UP ITTERR03ATORIES TO " APPLICANT'S RESPONSE TO INTERVENOR'S E0 TION
TO COMPEL AFD F27 JEST FOR PRODUCTION dated June 29, 1981"

1. On page 12, Applicant ~ states that visitors, mrinly high school science
students, have manipulated reactor controls. Have any persons younger
than high school students ranipulatui said controls? If so, approximately
what is the youngest age of an individual who has been permitted to manipulate
the reactor controls?

2. What is the raximum rass, as discussed at page 17, of a sample which
can be " lifted" through the pneumatic system?

3. At page 20 Applicant states "The recently released NRC Safety Analysis
Report supersedes completely the 1960 Hazads Analysis." As the 1980
Application for license Uc.ewal, particularly the safety analysis report,
in largely a verbatim copy of the 1960 Hazards Analysis, please specify
which parts of the 1980 Application are not superseded by the NRC Safety
Analycis Report, in the view of Applicant. If portions of the UCLA SAR,
for examole, are not superseded by the new NRC SER, in Applicant's view,
whereas others are, please specify by page number those sections which are
believed to be superseded and those which are not.

4. At page 20 Applicant talks of the UCLA reactir operating cycle. Given
the proposed conditions in the license and technical specifications for
the UCLA reactor, what is the maximur. total radioactive inventory
(i.e. peak inventory) that could, under those proposed license limits,
exist for this reactor? Give total inventory, and maximum inventory
for each of the isotopes discussed in the Battelle Report at page 46,
as well at Cs-137, Sr-89 and Sr-90, and any other isotopes for which
you have data. Describe with specificity the conditions for which
this raximum inventory was assumed (conditions in terms of operating
history). If Applicant has no inform; tion other than that which exists
in the Battelle study, so state; if additional information is possessed,
provide all such information as to raximum fission product inventory
for this reactor.

5. At page 28, Applicant states it will provide the design criteria /
project planning guide for the reacter building. Subsequently Intervenor
was informed that this raterici could not be located but that it was
being searched for. Has the project planning guide been located or is
it missing?

6. At pace 2, Applicant indicates " Applicant has no further intention of
' defending' its 1960 Hazads Analysis, which was based on very conservative
and totally unrealistic postulates." a) Please describe in detail precisely
what in meant by the statement that Applicant has no further intention of
defending its 190 Hazads Analysis, b) precisely what portions of its 1980
Application are included in that decision, and c) specifically what "very
concervative and totally mealistic postulates" are referred to and on
what factual hsis Applicant has determined them to be totally unrealistic.
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F020U-UP I! TERROGl.TCRIES TO "AFFLICANT'S SUFFLEEICAL RESFCESES TO CERTAIN
CF INTEPVEI:CR'S FIRST AIO SECC::D SET CF INTERROGATORIES dated August 14, 1991"

1

| 1. At pace 1 Applicant indicates that Physics ISO A, Chemistry 164 and
221E and Earth and SInce Science 296 have portions which
utilize the reacter to perform neutron activation analyses. Please

! indicate for each of the above-named courses a) precisely wh:t portion
of the class requires use of the reactor (i.e. one four hour lab out of
a 40 hour class over a quarter), and b) precisely on what facts Applicant
hses its asscrtion that none of those courses could be offered were the

' reactor not available.

2. At paces 1 and 2 reference is made to some 14 Graduate students
who currently " depend" upon the reacter for all or part of their
research study, a) 7 of the individuals are not from UCLA--provide all>

facts that indicate they could not conduct their research elsewhere,'

b) the 7 UCI). individuals are all involved with neteorite and lunar rock
analysis--provide all facts that indicate their research could not continue
if sampics had to be sent elsewhere for irradiation and analysis, c)
indicate which of the fourteen utilize the reactor for purposes other than
as a source of neutrons for activation analysis.

3. At page 3 reference is made to students who " prepared samples,
loaded and unloaded sanples ani reeorded data." a)preciselywhat

preparation of samples is required, b))what is meant by recording of data--e.g. writing numbers on a form?, and c precisely who is involved in
loading andunloading of samples?

i

1
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FOLLCh*-UF INTERROGATCRIE3 TO "AFFLICANT'S RESPONSE TO INTERVEIO!'S LTDATED
ECTION TO COEFEL, dated August 26, B81, and attachments thereto"

1. At page 9 ud in the attachment, certain information is provided regarding
current attempts to identify through the use of TLDs actual radiation dose
due to Argon emissions from the reactor. Please update the information
provido:1 to date with any new information received subsequently as to
TLD readings , lead brick experiments, and any other radiation
readings taken to determine Argon-induced radiation exposures from the
reactor.

2. At page 10 Applicant refers to a ccmputer program called ORIGEN
for which it has contracted certain runs. a) Who wrote the program,
b) With whom did UCLA contract for the computer runs, c) Given the
relatively short half-lives of the iodine isotopes, provide all facts
that indicate that the naximum iodine inventory for a 100 kw reactor
can te obtained by estimating the inventory at 2 5 kw steady state operation
for twenty years, plus an eight hour run at 100 kw, d) please provide
all the computations and results of those computer runs as indicated
in the answer on page 10 or additional computations and results available
as to fission product and actinide activity as a function of fission rate
and time.

3. The inspection eport ivnuded as aL e.ttachment to the August 26
filinc refers to an NRC inspecti:n relatad to alle;4tions of ope 2ation
of the reactor controls by unlicensed operators. Tho inspection focused
on operation of said contnis by "high school physics studenthwith previous
orientation $n nuclear reactor physics." a)havestudents
high school level ever manipulated the reactor controls, b) younger thanhave students
other than physics utudents "with previous orientation in nuclear reactor .

physics" ever operated the controls, c if answer to a and/or b is yes,
give details of such instances, and d)) indicate whether Applicant indicated
to the t'RC inspectors that students younger than high school level and/or
students without previous orientation in nuclear reactor physics had ever
been permittM to operate the controls.

4. As to the new TLD datas a) precisely where in Sunnyvale is the control
TL*r kept, b) what is the contre TLD placed upon, c) how close to concrete
er granite is it placed, d) is granite ar concrete in the proximity of
the TLD, e) what other radioactive sources are kept in the same room as the
TLD, f) what other radioactive sources are kept in the same building wing
as the control TLD, and g) provide all data from experiments at PSC in which
the control TLDs have been placed on lead.

. . . -. . . - - - - .--__..- - -- . - - - - . - -
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INTERROGATORIES A3 TO OPERATING IDC3

AS TC VCLU!T IX, 6-11-69 to 4-21-70

1. p. 43. How long were the batteries below voltage before discovered
and rep] aced?

2. p. 61 Why was the fuel unloaded?

3. pc 61-2 7/29/69 What was the cause of tne graphite heating mentioned
ahWhatwasthemagnitudeofthegraphitethermalexpansionobserved?herein?

b) Was the expansion caused by heat or by changes in graphite cauwd by
neutron bombardment? c) Did the control blados or shrouds deform er bend
as a result of this graphite expansion or related phenomena: if so, give details.

L. p. 63 mentions supervisor's notebooks. Please identify all such notebooks,
1960 to the present,.

5. p. 178. Did the visite s during "Open House" manipulate the controls
of the reactor?

6. p. 244 How long was the tube faulty and connections loose before
this maintenance / repair was done?

7. p. 346 a)Please explain how removal of a sample worth less than .21Y
lef t an excess reactivity of 1.05L b) on what device was the 50 mr/hr
neutron reading measured or recorded?

8. p. 347-351 refers to a four-hour heat balance. CBC's understanding is
that the heat talance takes 7-8 hours. Please explain the use the 4-hour
heat balance was put to and why that short a time was appropriate.

A5 'IO VCLUPS X ,

9. p. 77 cause of scram initially believed due to an electratic transient
of some kind. What was the cause finally determined to be?

10.p. 137 Why did Tcny Zano have to " temporarily assume the responsibility
for the operation of the reactor as the senior operator until Jim Brower
obtains his senior license, at which time the responsibility will revert to
him."? a) Did Brower previously have the senior operator responsibility?
b) At any tine while Brower had senior operator responsibility did he not
have a senior operator license? c) During any period did Brower's license
lapse? d) Please provide the details upon which the above answers are based.

11.p.157 refers to a scram due to "malf unction of closure est". The last
word or abbreviation--to what does it refer specifically?

12.p. 211 refers to a " faulty dump valve." a) When was the dump valve
last replaced? b) Who manufactures replacement dump valves currently?
c) Who manufactures currently components for the dump valve and replacement
parts? d) the page 211 item referse to manual adjustment of the valve--was
this while the reactor was running?

13.p. 289 refers to scram due to instrument malfunction related to safety
amplifier. Has the safety amplifier been replaced since this occurrences
if so, unen?

.
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14,p. 289 refers to on-line calibration of socordary water radiation
monitor and on-line adjustment of high voltage for effluent monitor.
When was the last time these two calibration / adjustments were made?

15.p. '.69 Is the scram mechanism involved here related to the reco: din 6
chart or the signal sent to the chart? A) If the slide sticks, can the
reactor power Co up but not trip on hi6h power scram?

16.p. 397. Please explain why power to rabbit was left on to prevent
transient signal from affectfng the period meter.

17.p. 405-6 What was the cause of the Argon 41 monitorproblem determined
to be and what corrective action taken?

10. p. 405-6 states the sensitivity of the Argon system was checked and
found to be out of calibration. How much out of calibrawon (what fl off)
and for how long had it been out of calibration before detected and
corrected?

As to 1Q71 Volume

19.p. 21 how long were htteries deficient before replacement?

20.p. 25-6 How did fork lift operating in new high bay cause high
fluctuations of Argon 41 system? What is meant by ''new high bay"?

21.p. 49 For what purpose was a live mouse irradiated?

22.p. 69 For what purpose was a live animal irradiated for Gilchriest?

23.p. 73-4 For what purpose, and with whose approval, were core level
and primary flow and pump bypassed?

24.p.113 Flease provide details of the cause of and solution for the
secondary nater radiation monitor problems please also describe with
specificity the nature of that problem.

25;. 271 What was the oscillator experiment for P. Zaleski?

26.p. 275 refers te a short period scram due to electrical transient.
How was this repaired toprevent 1scurrence? Has the problem occurred since?

27.p. 293 What was the cause cf the malfunction, and nature of'said
malfunction, in the 3F3 counting system? Was the system replaccd thereafter?
If so, when, and what problems have occurred since then?

25. p. 3C7 Why was the heat ML vee only conducted for 3 hours?

- --- -. . -
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29. p. 333 Why was the Keithley Electrometer changes for the Nuclear
Chicago Dynacen in the Argon-41 system? a) Eas the system been changed
again since then; if so, please specify the year and nature of the change,
and reason therefor.

30. p. 341 What was the cause of the short period scram?

31. p. 349-52 Why was the heat talance performed again? a)TCPand7
had readings of 1520 and 154o respectively. Please describe the location precisely

of these thermocouples within the core, as well as the location of the other
thermocouples, and explain whether the two readings reported above are above
normal and if so, why.

32. p. 357 refers to power transients "because of m failure. We have to
operate on unregulated power, no E." Please explain cause and nature of
problem, and to what m refers.

33. p. 358 states: "At 1527 a scram (period) occurred and it was at this
time that we discovered that the m set, which supplies the regulated
bus, had thrown a brush. At this time power was transferred to the
unregulated bus and operation was continued." a) How old was the E set
at the time, b) has it been replaced since, c) if so when, d) explain
the nature of the occurrence and corrective action taken, besides

replacement of the thrown brush.

34. p. 401 refers to malfunction of linear recorder chart--what was the
nature of the malfunction, its cause, and resultant corrective action?
a) Has the linear reco: der chart been replaced since, and if so, when?

35. p. 489 refers to graphite and temperature measurements. What were the
results of this experiment?

36. p. 581-6 refers to a 24 hour run a 100 kw. What was the nature of,
and reason for, the 24 hour run? a) Were any difficulties encountered
ir. terms of reactor operation for this length of run, b) if so, what
difficulties, c) were any graphite swelling or control blade binding
problems observed and if so, precisely what problems?

37 591-2 refers to adjusting ion chamber because rsadings were 103 kw instead
of 100 kw. Why after a 24 hour heat balance were there still discrepancies?

38. What were the results of heating the graphite island experiment mentioned
on p. 643?

1972 Lor

39. p. 211--why only four hours for the heat balance?

1973 Loc

40. Please explain the nature of the high flux scram of the safety amplifier
due to voltage transient. a) What specific instrument caused the transient?
b) how was the problem, repaired?

__- _ _
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41. For the run of 1/28, what are the source range counters and what are
they used for?

42. p. 53 prior to the scram in question, when was the last time the belt
which broke en the exhaust fan a) replaced, b) inspected? c)Wnen
was the most recent time to date that the exhaust fan belts have
been inspected, d) replaced?

43. p. 89 refers to a scram of unknown cause, a) What was the cause
finally determined to be?b)What repair was made? c) What is the a5e of
the safety amplifier? d) When was it last replaced e) Who manufactures
safety amplifiers that can be used as replacement for the one in use at NEL?

44. Page 117-118 refers to an incident in which Control Rod #3 did not pull.
a) What repairs were made to the rod updrive? b) Did the problem recur?
c) if so, when? e) what was the cause of the failure referred to at page
117-118?

45. Page 125 refers to a blown fuse discovered in the log N period amp.
Cause was a tad tubes both were replaced. How long before being discovered
were both tubes inadequate to perform their intended functions?

46, p. 225 What is the " fission chamber," why was it checked, and how was
it checked?

47. p. 237 refers to a new console. Please explain specifically what
part of the conscle was meant by the tern "new") if the entire console
was replaced, please explain what necessitated that action.

48. C30 finds no mention of heat balance in the 1973 106 When precisely
during 1973 was the heat bala.nce done?

1974 loc

49. p. 5 refers to Tom Eicks' reactivity measurements. What were the results
of those measurements?

50 p. 6 and 7 refer to lost mag power on rod #3 What was the cause, and
how repaired?

51. p. 8 refers to safety amplifer needing repairs. Precisely what repairs
were needed, and how long did those repairs need being done before actually
being taken care of? Was the reactor run at any time between the time the
first repair was needed (not necessarily when detected) and the time repair
done?

52. p.13 refers to a J. Erickson or Erikson. What business did hr. Erikson
have with NEL, what firm is he associated with, and what is the most current
address you have for him?

53, p. 29 refers once again to loss of power to #3 mag. What was the cause,

what repairs were made, how old at the time of the incident were the power
source ard mag systems, and have they been replaced since (when and what
specific replacements made).?

. _ . _ .
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54. p. 293-295 refers to a " poor man's hot cell" (the reference may
actually be on p. 289-291). Precisely what ic the " poor man's hot cell",
to what does it refer, does Applicant still possess it, and why is it
referred to as a hot cell for a poor man?

lo75 Lor

55. Run 2001 refers to a control rod calibration usire a standard rabbit
sample containing cadmium. What is the largest worth (in reactivity)
and smallest worth of NEL's standard rabbits used for calibration?
If wo--th varies, give range.

56. p. 17 refers to bypt.ssing secondary radiation monitor. Why was that
device bypassed, and on what date did Radiation Use Committee approve
that by-passing? On what date did Reactor Director approve said b passing?3

57. Regarding p. 33--can a rabbit sample be fired into the reactor core
utilizing the pneumatic tube before the previous sample is fired out first--
i.e. can two rabbits be in core at one time? Please explain answer.

58. p. 97 refers to the Keithley 421TT AMP needing re a) whatwas wrong?, b) what wasthe age of the device then, c) pairs.is it still in use,
d) how was it repaired, e) did the problem recur?

59. P.109 refers to bypassing the recording monitor as a solution to
problems with the Argon 41 system. a) what problems were intended to
be solved by this bypassing, b) why was bypassing expected to solve the
problems, c) what administrative OK's were received for the bypassing?

60, n.151 refers to a non-standard experiment. Was run 2037 OK'd
by the Directer?

61, p.155 was removal of pedestals OK'd, and if so, by whom? b)why
was the East borated paraffin block off?

62. Precisely what is metnt by " auto 1 watt"?

. .
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FOLIrW-UP INTERROGATOR 7ES AS TO DOCUMENTS
CTTHER THAN CFERATI"G LOGS & OTHER MATTERS

1. Intervenor was infcrmed while inspecting "as-built" drawings for
the reactor building, 3celter Hall, and the Eath Science Addition, that
drawings recording modifications to the reactor building were missing.
A search was promised. Have records of modifications to the reactor
building been located, and if so, where are they .' Rated?

2. In reviewing the drawings of the reactor provided during document
inspection, Intervenor could not locate drawings showing modifications
to reactor shielding or reactor building shielding. Please indicate
precisely (by composition of added shielding, thickness, and location)
all changes to reactor shielding and reactor building shielding that
have taken place since the reactor was originally built. In particular,

indicate the shieldingchanges that occurred when the reactor was
brought to 100 kw and when additional buildings were constructed above
and around the reactor building. .

3. In reviewing Experimental Safety Analyses, Intervenor noted that
a section of the form marked " Staff evaluation required" has a place
for checking off approval by Supervisor and HP only, approval by Director,
and/or approval by Radiation Use Committee. Who makes the determination
as to who must approve the E3A, and on what basis is that determination
made? What kinds of ESA's require which level of approval?

4. Memo March 4, 1980, Hornor to Wegst, states that hard gamma and
beta film indge minimums would be considered, "until better information
is available" both 20 mR. a) on what tasis was that determination made,
b) is that still considered the current film badge minimum, c) if there
has been a change, what documents memorialize or record the change?

5. Film indge records do not clearly indicate where control badges are
kept.a)In precisely what building, what room, and what part of what
room are film indge controls kept (i.e. cabinet, desk drawer)? b)
Is the control badge kept in the proximity of concrete or granite?
c) What other radioactive materials are kept in the same room as the
control ladges? d) What other radioactive materials are kept in the
same wing of the building as the control Indges?

6. The film indge records refer to one month and three month badges.
For neutron, beta, and gamma badges respectively, what is the percent
of fading over a three month period (R. what pere?nt of actual dose
received fades and is thus unavailabl9 f or reading)?

7. On what basis was it determ!ned to put one month badges in Professor
Koosis' office and in J. Hornor's office whereas the other offices
received 3 month indges?

8. What effect does being outside (out-of-doors) have on the film
tadges used in terms of reliability of measurement?

9. In the reactor drawings Intervenor cannot determine whether the
deflector designed to prevent repeated excursions by water falling
back into the core still exists associated with the fuel boxes.
a) Vere such deflectors originally part of the reactor design, ) If 'so,b) Do such deflectors currently exist as part of the reactor, c
please indicate precisely wherethey are located and drawings of same,

- . - - - - - -. - - .
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d) If the deflectors are not now part of the reactor, indicate
whether they have been removed, and if so, why, and e) provide the
details upon which answers a through d are insed.

10. The RUC minutes and the ECOs show modifications to the venti 11ation
system to pSrmit it to close down automatically. With the newly.
installed system, does the ventillation system shutdown automatically,
cr does an alarm occur at the control panel indicating to the operator
to manually shut down the venti 11ation system? Please explain.

11. The most recent area surveys (early 1981) shown to Intervenor
indicate neutron readings in the 1 mr/ hour range outside the reactor
room. a) What are the highest neutron readings recorded ever within
the reactor room, b) Provide results of follow-up surveys or readings
made since thy 1981 for neutron readings outside NEL perimeter, c)
Describe all neutron measurements made outside the NEL perimeter
other than area surveys and the nature of the instrumentation used,
1960 to the present.

12. RUC minutes refer to cost estirates for smoke alarms. a) Why
have smoke alarms not been installed previously, b) Is there a
prinkler system in the reactor room, c) What facts does Applicant
possess that a smoke alarm system will pick up and alarm from a
graphite fire?

13. The reactor drawings of the control blades do not make clear the
composition of the blades themselves. At times the blades are referred
to as cadmium-tipped, other times as made of cadmium completely.
a) Are the control blades cadmium-tipped, or completely cadmium?
b) If cadmium-ti ped, what is the composition of the remaining part
of the blades, c Is the cadmium jacketed with any material, or alloyed
with material, d If answer to e is affirrative, explain whether
jacketod or alloyed and with what materials, e) identify all safety
analyses performed of the effect of cadmium melting on reactor safety
for this facility.

14. The reactor drawings likewise do not make clear the composition
of the fuel. The fuel has been variously described as Uranium-Aluminum
alloy. a) Is the fuel an alloy or a matrix? b) describe specifically
the fuel composition, whether alloy or matrix (i.o. if ratrix, what
composition and ratio of compositions; if alloy-what particular alloy),
c) were UCIA to need to acquire additional fuel in thenext few years,
what company or companies would be able to provide said fuel?

15. The RUC minutes refer to a discrepancy between grab samples and
the Argon monitor.a)What was finally determined to be the cause of
the discrepancy, b) What is currently believed to beithe maximum
Argon-41 concentration in stack emissions, c) For how long a period
was another concentration taken as correct?, d) Did it turn'out that
thelowerorhigherfigure(monitorversusindependentsample)wasthe
correct figure?

16. Provide all facts available that Argon-41 does not leak from the stack
into the courtyerd area through which it passes.

17. RUC Minutes of December 15, 1980, refer to a comparison between the
safety amplifier and the new dual linear system. a) what is the func's
of each device, b) what functions of the safety amplifer were replaced

- .-. - - . .__.
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by the cual linear amplifier, c) what functions of the safety amplifier
remain, d) what prompted the insta11atiMof the dual linear system,
and e) provide explanation for answers a through c above.

18. Why didn't UCLA have HEPA filters in the rabbit room vent, the
rabbit air vent and the reactor argon vent line, as the inspector
mentionedatpage5ofRUCminutesfor12/80 thought?

19. RUC minutes of June 1980 refers to area monitors donated by
Atomics International. Have area monitors been replaced since the
June 1980 discussion? If so, please specify the monitor location
and function and the nature of the device which replaced it, model
and name and whether new or used.

20. RUC June 1980 p. 3 refers to faulty he t balance logging. Please
describe with specificity the problem to which that item refers.

21. Radiation Safety Committee minutes for December 15, 1980 indicates
" Bridge the Cap has 23 items of issue, some of which will help us to
do better." Which specific contentions were referred to in that
statement.

22. RSC minutes for August 19 refer to a request.ed amendment to the
State Health Depart. ment requesting that UC's license be amended to.

" allow the film badging criteria specified in 17CAC instead of .e
more restrictive criteria currently being used." Please indicate
what in specific was more restrictive about the criteria then in use
than the 17CAC criteria, arxi the reason for requesting less restrictive
criteria.

23. Indicate all individuals who wrote: or participated in the writing,
of "The UCIA Reactor is Safe," their educational tackground and other
qualifications. In particular, identify the person primarily respcnsible
for authoring the document.

24. Recent RUC minutes refer to measurements of graphite coefficient
of reactivity. a) Does Applicant have information of a positive coefficient?
b) if so, provide said information indicating a positive graphite coefficient.
c) wk.t measurements have leen taken, and what are the results of those
measurements, indicating the size of the coefficient?

25. Please identify all scram, inhibit, and radiation monitoring devices
described in the Application as part of the reactor system but not part
of the reactor system at the time the Application was submitted to the NRC.

26.RespectingtheanalysiscontainedintheBattellestudy(NUREGCP/2079),
state all calculat$nns, computations, assumptions and conclusions with
which Applicant is in agreement and as to each state the basis for the
agreement, providing supporting calculations, documents and the identity
of experts or consultants relied upon.

27. What does Applicant claim to be the level of excess reactivity that
will produce melting in any fuel plate in Applicant's Argonatireactor?
State how that valua was arrived at, providing supporting calculations
and documents, and the identity of experts or consultants relied upon.

28. Does Applicant agree with the Battelle study conclusion that no

. - . - - - -_ - ,_ - -
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fuel melting would occur even if a positive reactivity insertion of 2.6%
delta k/k is made? If so, state the tasis for the agreement, providing
supporting calculations and docunents, and the identity of experts or
consultants relied upon.

24. Respecting the document "The UCLA Reactor is Saf e," please answer
regarding the person primarily responsible for its authorship:
the educational lackground with schools attended and degrees awarded
any experience or employment relevant to the issues 1.7 this proceeding
and, in particular, any exp erience relevant to the qualification to render
opinions on the bielogical and/or environmental effects of radiation,
any relevant publications or writings identified 1 title, date of publications,
and locations of qualifications. ..

25. For each of the individuals vho signed the document "The UCLA
Reactor $s Safe" answer the questions in 25 above.

26. Describe and provide the date of all publications, reports, nc.:: letters,
written communications or other written records, reports, transcripts or
notes of such communications made by the UCLA Nuclear Energy Iab, Tony Zane,
Charles Ashbaugh, Faurice Thelia, Neil Ostrander, Ivan Catton, Robert Reyes,
Jack Hornor, Dr. Pomraning, Dr. Kastenberg, Dr. Okrent, or other member
of the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, including Tom Collins
and Dean O'Neill, that discusses the UCIA reactor, the reactor facility,
or the' facility staff in any manner whatcoever related to any of the
issues in this proceeding.

27. State whether you intend to qualify an/ expert (s) or use any consultant (s)
in defence of any of the assertions rade in the Application for license
re".ewal o- in opposition to any of the allegations contained in any of
Intervenor's contentions? If yss, as to each such expert or consultant
to be used provide the following informations

(a) Identify the person to be qualifici as an expert or used as a
consultant and describe the person's qualifications:

(b) Specify the contention (s) e.nd/or subpart(s) of contention (s)
concerning which the expert or consultant will be testifying or assisting

(c) Describe the substance of the testimony to be offered by the
experts

(d) Identify the document (s) which will be used or relied upon in any
manner by the eppert or consultant.

28. State whether you intend to use any witnesses (other than experte or
consultants identified in response to Follow-up No. 27 above) to provide
written or oral testimony with respect to any factual matter in dispute
in this proceeding. If yes, as to each such witness provide thefollowing
information 5 (a) identify the witness (b) specify the factual matter
concerning which the witness will provide testimony, (c) Describe the
substance of the testimony to be offercd by the witness (d) Identify
any documents or other physical evidence which will be reliud upon in
any ranner by the witness.

.- - - . - , . - . _ _ - - - _ .. -. .
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29, Lo you contend that applicant has demonstrated throughot t its operating
aistory adequate controls? If yes, cite each incident including the date,
place and time of each and as to each provide the following information,
a) State the facts upon which you hse your allegation that the incident
is an example gf adequate centrols, b) Identify the person (s) with knowled e6
of the facts which support your allegations and c) Identify the document (s)
uhich support yur allegation.

30. Do you contend that applicant has in the past conducted adequate
monitoring? If yes, State the facts upon which you base your allegation,
identify the person (s) with knowledge of the facts which support icur
allegation, and c) identify thedocument(s) which support your allegat!en.

31. Do you contend that the applicant has adequately maintained its
equipment? If yes, list each piece of equipment adequately maintained
and as to each provide the following informations a) State the facts
upon which you base your allegation, b) identify the persons with
knowledge of the facts which support your allegation, and (c) identify
the documents which support your allegations.

32. Do you contend that the applicant has properly calibrated its
instruments? If yes, list each instrument properly calibrated
and as to cach provide the following informations a) State the
facts upon which you base vour allegation, b) identify the persons with
knowledge of the facts ut ch support your allegation, and (c) identify
the documents which support your allegations.

33. Do you contend that e- W - the age of the reactor, the availability
of spare parts, the reliability of certain items of equipment, and the
ease with which certain items of equipment can be repaired poco no
unacceptable hazard to public health and safety? If yes, provide the
following information:

I

a) Specify each spare part is is easy to obtain and the realiability
of eadi item of equipment that is considered reliable and each item of
equpment it is easy to repair or replace,

b) State the facts upon which you base you allegation with respect to
each part or item of equipment, specified above.

34. Intervenor had requested, and Applicant had agreed to provide,
pre-1969 Radiation Hazards Committee minutes. These have not been provided.
Please indicate uhether they have been lost, or if not, when they will
be provided.

35. Please indicate the educational background and work experience, as ush
as relevant publications, of Neil Ostrander, Charles Ashbaugh, Tony Zane,
and Ivan Catton.

Respe ully submitted,

Dated: October 5, 1981
/arkPollock
Attorney for Intervenor
COMMITTES TO 3RIDG:' TEE GAP,
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